
Faster payment solutions for everyday businesses

The Complete Package!
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Already trusted by thousands of 
retail and leisure businesses, 
we are one of the fastest 
growing merchant services 
companies in the UK.

We understand how important a reliable, fast and 
affordable card payment system is to you and 
your business. Our card payment solutions are 
simple to set up.

Review of your current charges from a payments specialist 

Save up to 50% on your card processing charges

No joining or set up fees

No cancellation fees if you leave at the end of your contract

No hidden charges

No MMSC (Minimum Monthly Service Charge)

Low-cost transaction rates and monthly terminal rental

Faster Payments with same day settlement to your bank account

Real Time transaction data with Analytics

Simple and straightforward set up
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Simplicity & Reliability:
Our card machines come with plug and play technology, making it 
easy to get started. Our modern, reliable and secure card terminals 
come with free 24/7 support (phone, email and online) and next day 
terminal swap out.

Great rates:
Our best-in-class transaction rates, zero MMSC (minimum monthly 
service charge) and low terminal rental means you control your 
card acceptance costs. Faster payments ensures the money is in 
your account sooner. Batch before 3pm and receive your money 
by 7pm the same day!

Real-time reporting:
Receive up-to-the-minute online reports, charting every transaction 
with downloadable CSV reports to reduce the time spent 
on book-keeping.

provides a convenient 
way for any business to receive 
card payments, at some of the 
most attractive rates in the business.

CLARKE EPOS (UK) LTD
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Make sure your demands are met 
with proven reliable and robust 
payment solutions to 
suit every demand.

The SPg7 is the ultimate 
traditional POS mobile solution. 
Equipped with a colour display, 

integral printer and a reliable 
and robust design to withstand 

the most demanding 
mobile environments.

Mobile

GPRS

The SPc5 is a versatile and 
reliable terminal for retail 

environments. Designed to 
handle high traffic with 

consistent results.

Countertop

Retailers
Reception desks
Beauty Salons

Ethernet / Phone-line

The SPg7 - wifi is a portable 
device certified to the latest 

industry
 security standards. 

Boost your existing wifi with an 
optional wifi router.

Portable (Wifi)

Cafe | Restaurant
Pubs | Clubs

Bars

Wifi

Taxis
Tradespeople

Mobile business’
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provide quick, simple 
card payment solutions for 
everyday businesses.

+

Portable  

The Ingenico 

IWL252 portable 
solution allows for 
transaction at the 

table. The portable 
card machine offers 

flexibility with wireless 
payment processing.

Cafe | Restaurant
Pubs | Clubs

Bars

IWL252: 
Ethernet / Phone line

IWL258: Wifi

The fixed compact 
Ingenico iCT250 

with separate pinpad 
payment terminal is 

easy to use. Perfect for 
locations where you 
are separated from 

your customers 
by a window. 

PinPad

Shops
Petrol stations
Ticket offices

Ethernet / Phone Line

Our classic 
Ingenico iCT250 

system, this 
countertop solution 
is hardwired to your 

internet router to 
handle card payments 

quickly and easily.

Countertop

Retailers
Reception desks
Beauty Salons

Ethernet / Phone Line

Our Ingenico M3500 

mobile card machine 
provides secure 

and fast payment 
processing. Using 
cellular data, it’s 

completely untethered. 
Perfect for taking 

payments on the go.

Mobile

Taxis
Tradespeople

Mobile business’

GPRS

CLARKE EPOS (UK) LTD
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Whether you need to take card 
payments at the till, at tables 
or on the move? We have a 
terminal to suit every requirement.

Our compact and stylish 
PAX S800 system is the 

countertop solution that has 
excellent reliability. Easy to use 

with superior connectivity.

Countertop

Ethernet Only

Retailers
Reception desks
Beauty Salons

Our award-winning PAX S900 
portable solution allows for  
transaction at the table. The 
portable card machine offers 

flexibility with wireless 
payment processing.

Portable (Wifi)

Wifi

Cafe | Restaurant
Pubs | Clubs | Bars

Our PAX S900 mobile card 
machine delivers ultimate 

freedom for remote payment 
processing.Using 3G/4G cellular 

data it is perfect for serving 
customers outdoors.

Mobile

Wifi / GPRS

Taxis
Tradespeople

Mobile business’
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Go Mobile, the latest in 
mobile payment technology!

Go Mobile, we supply your Mobile Payment Terminal and 
Smart Phone App. This simple to use payment solution is 
the perfect fit for all types of businesses. With attractive 
rates and in app analytics’, this keeps everything at your 
fingertips no matter where your business takes you. 

Available on
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One of the fastest growing, most exciting businesses 
in the UK, ePosNow have two fantastic devices for 
you to choose from; the POStoGo and the C15, both 
fully customisable for all your business needs.

offer Europe’s leading POS solution, ePosNow!

Perfect for Hospitality, Restaurants and Pubs!

ePosNow includes so many functions which will help streamline your 
business. You will have the functionality to create custom table plans, 
easily allow customers to split bills and have the ability to select 
whether a customer is eating in or taking away.

In addition, there are various ways to check stock availability, with 
integrated alerts when levels become low, and the various locations 
of certain stock items.

Brilliant and business altering for Retail!

ePosNow couldn’t be more suited to a Retail business. You will 
be able to easily add new and edit current products and instantly  
add it to the front till. 

Creating custom promotions will become a breeze with ePosNow, 
you will be able to set specific days, times, product lines, locations and 
customer types for each promotion in advance. 

CLARKE EPOS (UK) LTD
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Users report a 30% speed increase and 10% saving 
in reduction of human error!

Cloud technology can provide business owners with 
more flexibility in how they run their businesses!

You can access your entire system securely on 
any device, from anywhere in the world!

ePosNow can tell you how many of a specific product 
you have sold that hour, day, week or month!

Epos Now is fully integrated with the leading 
accounting packages, including Sage and Xero!

The Epos Now AppStore allows you to create a bespoke 
experience, tailored to meet your specific needs!

Ensure payments are processed quickly, improving customer 
experience and making sure customers are not kept waiting!
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Take payments online or over the phone  
on any smartphone tablet or PC.

Experience taking payments with ease with 
our E-commerce & Virtual Terminal solutions.

Perfect for call 
centres and mail 
order business’



Whether you have a retail store, a digital business or something in 
between, we can help to get you trading online using our payment 
gateways.

Both Virtual Terminal and E-Commerce set-up’s are quick and easy 
and you will be taking payments over the phone on any smartphone, 
tablet or PC in no time. No technical integration needed!
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Our cloud based portal is the 
ultimate tool to provide you with 
real-time data and analytics.

Cloud based portal for merchants to view their transactions

Real time data and reporting by individual or multi store



077 0368 9407
HCLARKE1967@OUTLOOK.COM

CLARKE EPOS (UK) LTD


